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Dear readers, 

Nothing makes us happier than listening to youngsters

speak up- that’s what  the Bookosmia movement is all

about! That’s why we are delighted to compile this book

of debate speeches written by under 19s who competed

with participants across the country during Debato 2021

and made a strong impression. Debating is an essential

skill for every youngster out there and we are glad to

associate with a premier organization like School of

Meaningful Experiences who is instilling the art of

debating and speaking among teenagers in this country. 

As the master, George Orwell once said, “If liberty

means anything at all, it means the right to tell people

what they do not want to hear.” 

We hope this book brings you a sense of optimism  like it

has to us that freedom of speech is alive and kicking.

More power to the youth! 

Editor’s
note

Debato is India’s first online
debate competition for students 
 between the ages of 12 and 19. 



Debating is integral to the functioning of a

democratic society and promotes a healthy

exchange of ideas while giving space to dissent.

Moreover, youngsters are the future citizens,

and at SoME, we believe learning debating will

enable them to use rhetoric to effect change in

the world and present the best versions of

themselves. Thus, two years ago, we at School

of Meaningful Experiences (SoME) launched

Debato, India’s only online debating competition

for teens, to inspire youngsters everywhere to

partake in the ancient art of debating. 

Debato, launched to enhance three skills

essential for leadership - grammar, logic and

rhetoric (reading, thinking and speaking) -

encourages students to think critically on 

Foreword

By Rakesh Godhwani

a contemporary topic, examine and structure

their argument, and engage in real-world

problem-solving.

Also, during the pandemic, with the sudden

pivot to online learning, many started viewing

technology as a villain, especially when it

comes to how it impacts children and

youngsters. 

However, we sincerely believe that it can be a

highly interactive enabler when leveraged as

means to a purposeful end. For example,

Debato’s online platform brings school children

from different parts of the world together to

debate about subjects that continue to shape

the future.  

Dr Godhwani is the founder of The

School of Meaningful Experiences.  

He coaches entrepreneurs,

promising start-ups, senior

managers in the industry and is an

adjunct faculty at IIM-B. Rakesh

worked in Intel, Wipro and

Qualcomm before he took the

plunge to pursue his passion for

teaching and writing. 



The continuous triumph of Debato gave us clear

insights into what works best in terms of the

event framework, structure, topics, and the

overall approach when it comes to the online

format. 

Accordingly, Debato 2021 was about multiple

rounds and opportunities, team strength and

collaboration, and a jury that focused on

coherence, the strength of arguments, and

rebuttals. Gauging from the wonderful

participation and overall response, it would be

safe to say that we have created an engaging

platform for young minds to learn powerful

lessons and hone their debating skills.  

 

Other than Debato, the School of Meaningful

Experiences, a leading edtech startup based in

Bengaluru, also has programmes that focuses

on improving the human skills, especially

Communication and Confidence, of teenagers,

working professionals and entrepreneurs

through instructor-led online and offline

classes. 

The curriculum is based on the organisation’s

unique Six Cs philosophy that aims to improve

their learners’ Communication, Confidence,

Collaboration, Curiosity, Competence and

Creativity.



 

Debato-21 conducted by the School of Meaningful Experiences was a nation-wide

competition following the Parliamentary form of debating. After three exciting

preliminary rounds, quarterfinals, and semifinals, our team—representing Navy Children

School, Mumbai— reached the finals. The motion for the finals was as follows: ‘This House

prefers the complete autonomy of the RBI over its alignment with the Government’.

We  started preparing our model in the 25 minutes of prep-time allotted for discussion.

Our perspective involved giving the RBI full control over the finances of our country

while having an independent neutral body—with representatives from the RBI as well as

the government—to carry out audit rounds regularly, and release annual reports of the

RBI to ensure a transparent, accountable system. We also mentioned that the Governor

of RBI would be elected by educated economists and bankers of the country for a

democratic procedure for choosing what’s best for the country.

Our view 
on the
topic 

Complete  autonomy of RBI? Yes 



 We argued that giving RBI autonomy would enhance the stability of regulation of banks.

RBI is a body of educated bankers and economists best qualified to run the country's

banking system. Giving them autonomy would be best for the banking system if they can

make the decisions for the regulation of banks unaffected by the political agendas of the

government. This would result in a decrease in the conflicts of interest. 

The government is more likely to use RBI reserves for their policies and interests rather than

those of the banks and the economy as a whole. We also shed light on the fact that giving

the RBI autonomy would increase investors’ confidence. 

Investors would be more likely to invest in the Indian banking system if the lending and

borrowing rates of the country do not change with changes in the political atmosphere,

which in the case of India, the largest democracy in the world, changes very often. Political

parties tend to favour certain investors who support their agendas rather than what's best

for the country. 



To further strengthen our arguments, we also rebutted the opposition’s core points. They

mentioned how granting autonomy to RBI would result in them doing whatever they wanted

and gave the example that they could perhaps print more money or misuse the government

funds. To this, we responded by highlighting the fact that if RBI was given autonomy, the

Right to Information could be applied in a more stringent manner in accordance with our

model. The opposition also mentioned that an independent national bank would not work in a

huge country like India, which we refuted by stating the example of the US federal bank

and how it was an independent bank working in a country much bigger than India. 

We critically examined and questioned the opposition’s arguments, one of which was the

point of checks and balances. This was one of their major arguments in which they

essentially claimed that RBI’s autonomy would disrupt the system of checks and balances as

there would be no control over its functioning. This point was easily fended off by simply

shedding light on the fact that for checks and balances to actually work, all involved bodies

must be autonomous and so to avoid disruption of the system, RBI should be an independent

organization. 

Do you agree?



About the team 

AASTHA PANDEY
AGE-17
SCHOOL- NAVY CHILDREN  
CITY- MUMBAI 

I am a voracious reader. I am confident and love to
talk to people. I make lame jokes and think I'm funny.
I love getting lost in fictional worlds, whether in a
book, show or movie. 

NAME- SHREYA PANDA
AGE-16
SCHOOL- NAVY CHILDREN 
CITY- MUMBAI

Hi, I’m Shreya. I am an avid reader and I love
writing. I’m also a violinist and my favourite hobby
is obsessing over bizarre historical trivia or hidden
easter eggs in books and movies. 

NAME- AABHRAN SINGH
AGE- 18
SCHOOL- NAVY CHILDREN 
CITY- MUMBAI

My name is Aabhran Singh and I am a class 12
student. Describing myself is hard but the most
accurate word would be competitive. My forte is
public speaking and something I love doing is
playing and watching sports, especially football
and I am also quite interested in sciences, mostly
biology. 



The motion provided to us was “This house prefers the complete autonomy of RBI over its

alignment with government” and we were to speak against the motion, so then we started to

prepare with not a lot of information about the topic in our mind, but as we went on to

discuss and think more about the topic, the fog started to clear away.

 We said that RBI is already a statuary body, which means that it is already fairly

autonomous, and taking away the only thing which keeps it in check would make the

condition nothing but worse, we argued that we need to understand the magnanimity of this

decision, the whole economy of this country is linked with it, it literally controls the whole

finance of the country, and is therefore too big of an asset to be isolated from the whole

working of the country. They literally have the whole gold reserve of the country.

. 

Complete autonomy of RBI? No way

Our view 
on the
topic 



 It governs the whole banking system of the country which is extremely influential on the

normal public and therefore the ones who are chosen by them should be there to keep a

check. 

Bankers, financial experts have a singular view, that is profit, but RBI is not just about

profit it is much bigger than that, and can’t be left out like that, and there are already

highly qualified people in there who are experts in the “financial” arena, which are public

servants just like the ones in the EC, or the Judiciary about which the Proposition talked

about. 

The prop. also argued that the elected representative is qualified enough to understand

the financial working of the country, which we countered by giving the examples of the

likes of Dr. Manmohan Singh, who is counted amongst the best economists in the whole

world.

There are some things which are to be kept confidential, and that can only be done by

the people who have been chosen by the citizens of the country, not by some profit

minded people. The whole country’s financial system can’t be given away, it can lead to

God knows what kinds of financial disasters like Inflation, etc. in the end we stated that

RBI is already fairly independent, and works with the government, not for the

government.

Do you agree?



About the team 

YATHARTH SURANA;
AGE-17; 

CITY-JODHPUR; 
SCHOOL-MAYOOR CHOPASNI

SCHOOL, JODHPUR

ARNAV JAIN; 
AGE-17; 
CITY-JODHPUR; 
SCHOOL-MAYOOR CHOPASNI
SCHOOL, JODHPUR

SHIVANG PAL; 
AGE-17; 

CITY-KANPUR; 
SCHOOL-MAYOOR CHOPASNI

SCHOOL, JODHPUR

Okay, so I am literature nerd, especially for mystery
and fantasy novels, and I also love interacting with
new people about literally anything, and also, I am a
state level badminton player, now that was
something which came out of the blue, but that's
where my talent lies, connecting anything to
everything.



Our view 
on the
topic 

This house doesn’t support Qatar for hosting the 2022 FIFA world cup  as they follow a

system of bonded labour for their work which is completely unfair ! Now one must wonder

what is this ‘bonded labour’. 

This term can be defined as a person who doesn't have the privilege to speak for their own

rights and be independent rather they are forced to do so , and exploited by a person sitting

at a higher authority who deprive the rights of the one with less money or power. 

These workers have migrated and come here in search of work so, that they can feed their

families and meet the daily needs of food , cloth , daily expenses etc. Then, why should they

be paid less or don't have a right to speak for themselves , why should there be a violation 

 for 2 million migrant workers?

This is a question mark on the lives of 2 million migrant workers and their families so is fair to  

torture them just for our entertainment and for saving the funding of big authorities?

Qatar should host the 2022 FIFA world cup? NO WAY



If the big authorities hosting the 2022 FIFA world cup have so much money to organise such

a big event for entertainment and tourism then, why are they keeping these workers

deprived of their own rights and not providing them a suitable condition for having a healthy

living for which they have migrated here?

Once it was said by Malala Yousaf "We realise the importance of our voice when we are

silenced.” The bonded labours have finally started speaking up and it is high time. This is a

human rights violation and must not be encouraged. 

If we keeping organising such programmes with bonded labour then, this message will

spread worldwide and a scenario will be created where everyone will think it's right to use

bonded labour and organise programmes in the name of entertainmen. 

So, if we want to create a better future for everyone's life keeping in mind that everyone

should have their right to speak for their own needs and rights then, we must consider the

need of those labours and stop Qatar from hosting this 2022 world cup.

 

Do you agree?



About the team 

NNAME- TAUFIQUE ANWAR
KHAN
CLASS- XI   
AGE- 16
CITY- KOLKATA
SCHOOL- CENTRAL MODEL
SCHOOL( BARRACKPORE)

NAME- RITIKA JAISWAL 
AGE- 16

CITY- KOLKATA
SCHOOL- STARLING

INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL

NAME- SADAB ANWAR KHAN
CLASS- 9 
AGE- 15
SCHOOL- MORNING BELLS
ACADEMY( HIGH SCHOOL)



Our view 
on the
topic 

“Our intention creates our reality”

- Wayne Dyer

Opportunity, hope, need, advantage. All these attributes to the reason of why the FIFA

world cup should be held in Qatar in 2021.

The questioning on the authority of FIFA - the most prestigious committee  for conducting

the  football world cup is highly objectionable since it has been effective in being able to

hold world cups since time immemorial and has never been off track within that and has also

set up to the mark of perfection even while choosing the host nation. As a responsible host

nation Qatar has fulfilled all of its obligations regarding institutional and structural

development necessary for  world cup to be held there. 

Qatar should host the 2022 FIFA world cup? YES



Qatar is also interested in football which is quite evident from the fact that their

public company bought PSG- a major European club.  It is too late to take an action,

any prompt change in the schedule at the last time would even be stressful for the

players who would have to reschedule their plans in regard with the need of the hour.

The Berlin Olympics of 1936 portrayed quite clearly that sports is independent of

violation of rights, politics and other crimes and should be played with high spirit so it

is unfair for barring Qatar to host inspite of it being so keen and ready.

As it has been stated by Xavi(the coach of the Qatar football team) that the

government is very keen on supporting football as a sport in the country and has

direct benefits on education, health etc. for parents are willing to send the children to

schools owing to government, support and this expands the need to host FIFA in the

broader and wider vision.

This event will encourage the youth of Qatar and give them the belief that anything

can happen which would inspire them towards football. Hosting the world cup in

Qatar would yield the world media to reach out to these victims and highlight their

actual problems from their side of the coin to the world outside which happens

irrespective of whether they host the world cup or not.  

In the end it seems a fallacy that has accustomed a great divide in what people

believe and what is the best alternative or the most rational sought solution.

Do you agree?



About the team 

VINEET DETHA 
16
ST. ANNE'S SR. SEC. SCHOOL 
JODHPUR

Passionate about debating and keen on learning
and defying the statures of differences
designed by men. 

VINOD PRAJAPATI 
16

EMMANUEL MISSION SCHOOL
JODHPUR 

VYASH PUROHIT 
16
ST. ANNE'S SR. SEC. SCHOOL
JODHPUR 
9664142352

Away from my family for my family

Aspiring to be a lawyer and love movies. 



More power to indigenous artists

Our view 
on the
topic 

The House proposes that the indigenous inhabitants of an area should be given a special

right to control the use and distribution of their art on their own. 

Art is not only a medium to express something, it also tells us about the culture and history of

the place it belongs to. It also makes the significance of the place come alive. 

Similarly, the diverse variety of art present in India keeps India's history and culture  alive.

And the artists who make them are also very important, as they are the only ones who are

the creators of those wonderful pieces. 

Despite that, artists still do not have the right to control and the distribute their

masterpieces. 

 



Some economically wealthy people are cheating these artists  due their lack of awareness

and economic conditions which further leads to unauthorized marketing and distribution of

their creations. A prime example of this is Nirav Modi who exploited local artists and made a

killing by selling their work for exorbitant prices abroad. 

If this continues, artists will leave their beloved art for greener pastures and a beautiful

chapter of Indian art will be closed forever.

The solution is to create a stronger mechanism for artists - educate them, enable them and

provide them platforms to market their creations directly. This will help the artists sustain

themselves financially and help them have control over the rights of their work too. 

 An artist without the right over their creation is like an animal without a tail.  

We end with this beautiful shloka reminding us of the importance of art in our lives. 

सा�ह�यस��तकला�वहीनः
सा�ा�पशुः पु��वषाणहीनः।
तृणं न खाद��प जीवमानः
त�ागधेयं परमं पशूनाम्॥

Do you agree?



About the team 

Amritanshu Singh -17 years
Anushka Jaiswal – 15 years

Raghav Dixit – 14 years
 

School-Career Point world school  
City – Bilaspur, CHHATTISGARH 

 



Quiz time

How well do you know the current affairs these
young debators spoke about? Take a test!  

Who is the current RBI Governor of India?
 
 

Where is the headquarters of the RBI? 
 
 Which country is the defending champion of FIFA

world cup?
 
 Who is the artist of ‘Untitled’ that was sold for Rs 39

crores, making it the most expensive Indian painting
ever sold? 

 



Reflection time

Do lockdowns help or break a country? Write your
thoughts on the subject with persuasive views, send

them typed as a Word document to
sara@bookosmia.com and get published! 



Inspired to get creative and get published on the
Number 1 creative platform for youngsters? 

Send in your work to sara@bookosmia.com 

Poems/Essays Book reviews Art work Photographs
Travel

Reviews

Bookosmia.com



Hope you enjoyed thisHope you enjoyed this
book!book!

See you soon!See you soon!  

For feedback and to know how you can be a part of Bookosmia’s
publications, write to : sara@bookosmia.com

https://bookosmia.com/submit-a-story-write-to-sara/



